
Streamlining Operations, Saving
Costs, and Elevating Customer 
Care: Turner County Schools’ 
Journey to Efficiency with The 
YOSS Platform

District Information:

Summary:

Turner County Schools has 3 schools, serving

1,200 students. 

ERP: PC Genesis 

423 North Cleveland Street
Ashburn, GA 31714

TURNER COUNTY SCHOOLS

Elizabeth Walker, Assistant Superintendent, CFO

Recently, Gavin Merwin, CTO of YOSS, sat down with 

Elizabeth Walker, Assistant Superintendent of Finance

and Operations at Turner County Schools to have a 

conversation around their experience with The YOSS 

Platform. 
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 YOSS moved us from a process that was long and laborious to one that is digitalized... 
we can actually have a purchase order issued and the products ordered within an hour.

  If we’re going to be honest, we saved 

money on not having to hire additional staff 

that we would have to hire if we had not 

invested in YOSS. This translates to YOSS 

essentially saving the district probably 

$150,000 in salary and benefits.

  YOSS’s service is one of the things we 

love... real life people that really do care 
and really do want to help us.

Pre-YOSS Challenges

Financial and Operational Benefits

Satisfaction and Recommendation

Solution and Impact of YOSS

Prior to YOSS, all of Turner County’s Finance, HR,
and Payroll tasks were manual, paper-based 
processes. 

This led to inefficiencies and issues with tracking 
down documents, paperwork getting lost, and 
delays in processing items such as purchase orders.

The school district experienced cost savings by 
not having to replace a critical payroll position, 
not having to add additional staff, and reduced 
expenses on printing checks and other documents. 

The platform’s audit trail feature and the ability 
to quickly find and process purchase orders 
and invoices were highlighted as significant 
improvements.

Turner County Schools highly recommends YOSS.

The digitization provided by YOSS is highly 
appreciated, moving the district from “the dark 
ages” to modern efficient processes. 

YOSS’s impact during COVID-19 was particularly 
noted, as it enabled the district to handle increased 
workload and funding efficiently. 

The customer service and people-first approach 
sets YOSS apart from anyone.Implementing YOSS transformed their processes

by digitizing and streamlining workflows. This results
in significant time savings, better document 
management, and improved efficiency in purchasing 
and HR processes. 
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More about The YOSS Platform:  
The YOSS Platform is cloud based, enterprise HR & Finance software designed to solve problems, increase 
efficiencies, and give freedom to your organization. 

Why do school districts LOVE YOSS?

Want to schedule a demo and see how The YOSS Platform Experience can revolutionize your operations? 
Visit us at www.learnyoss.com today! 

Simplicity & Ease-of-Use: Designed with user-friendly interfaces, The YOSS Platform makes navigating HR, 
Finance, and Payroll tasks effortless.

Centralized Data Repository: Say goodbye to managing multiple platforms. Our integrated system brings all 
your financial, HR, and payroll needs into one central hub.

ERP Partnerships: We seamlessly partner with popular ERPs like PC Genesis, ensuring that you have all the 
tools you need without the hassle.

Cloud-Based System: Benefit from the flexibility and security of a cloud-based platform, accessible anytime, 
anywhere.

Unrivaled Customer Service: Districts across Georgia are rapidly adopting The YOSS Platform, thanks in 
large part to our customer-focused approach that sets us apart from the competition.
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